Ebooks or Etext

Universities and major corporations have huge projects that are attempting
to put all books on the Internet.
If you look in your Documents Folder you find a folder labeled MY LIBRARY.
Microsoft puts this folder there as a default for data files that have the
extension .LIT. Most of the literary works sold by Microsoft and those
provided by the University of Virginia's e-text web site are saved in files
that have .LIT extensions. (We are talking about thousands of books here.)

This presentation is divided into two parts: first, we are going to download
a couple of E-TEXT READERS and briefly examine how they work and what they
have to offer. Why 2 different text readers? As yet, there is no agreement
about a standard format: books are save as .lit, .html, .txt, .doc, .pdf and
a few other obscure formats.
Second, we are going to take a look at some of the major projects and what
they have to offer.

ETEXT Readers
1. Microsoft Reader: http://www.microsoft.com/reader/default.mspx

DOWNLOADS: Microsoft READER, Dictionaries
a. Microsoft Reader Help
b. Player
c. Define a word - Encarta Pocket Dictionary

2.

Tom's Etext Reader: http://pws.prserv.net/Fellner/Software/eTR.htm
a. Menu
b. TOC (table of contents)
c. Recent (files loaded)
d. Help

3. Google is making a major effort to save all printed books as e-text. They
are saving the material in .PDF files, which are read by ADOBE READER. (#7 the latest.)

A Few of the Major Projects
University of Virginia
http://etext.lib.virginia.edu/
http://etext.lib.virginia.edu/ebooks (can also get Microsoft Reader here)
Collections:
Browse Collections by Language
Browse Collections by Subject
Search Public Collections
Search All (Restricted) Collections
Ebooks
Journals & Publications
Faculty Projects
Offline Collections

The Electronic Text Center's holdings include approximately 70,000
on- and off-line humanities texts in many languages (including online
Chinese and Japanese literature) and hundreds of thousands of related
images (book illustrations, covers, manuscripts, newspaper pages, page
images of Special Collections books, museum objects, etc.)
Whenever legally possible, we provide public access to our browseable
and searchable texts, and have thousands available in this form,
including the following highlights:
African American, including Letters from Liberia; Native American;
American Civil War; including the letters and diaries in the
Valley of the Shadow, alongside the Booker and Nettleton collections;
Thomas Jefferson; William Shakespeare; Samuel Taylor Coleridge;
Women Writers; Young Readers.

Microsoft: http://www.microsoft.com/reader/default.mspx
http://www.ebookmall.com/microsoftreader/
To left: Downloads for MSReader
Buy Books in EText.
To left: Find Books, FREE BOOKS (to get some free Etext Books it appears you
need to become a member of a club.) Some are for the taking. Be careful what
you buy. Many of the same titles for sale can be had for free elsewhere.
# Free eBooks
» Amazon.com
» Fictionwise.com
» Univ of Oregon (E-Asia)
» Univ of Virginia (E-Text)

Project Gutenberg is the first and largest single collection of free electronic
books, or eBooks. Michael Hart, founder of Project Gutenberg, invented
eBooks in 1971 and continues to inspire the creation of eBooks and related
technologies today.
Gutenberg Project: http://www.gutenberg.org/wiki/Main_page/
a. Offers different formats for downloading.
b. Audio Books
http://www.gutenberg.org/wiki/Gutenberg:The_Audio_Books_Project both
human read and computer generated
http://LiteralSystems.org/

Bartleby Project: http://www.Bartleby.com (Columbia University)
Harvard Classics
Oxford Shakespeare

Google:
http://www.google.com/Top/Arts/Literature/Electronic_Text_Archives/
saves .PDF files - to be read with ADOBE READER (7.00)
Bibliomania
Short Stories

The Internet Public Library (http://www.ipl.org/)
on the left hand side: Reading room, Books
Newspaper - read any of thousands of current
newspapers

MS Reader 2.0

Adobe Reader 7.0

hiebook
(KML)

Rocket eBook Reader and
Gemstar REB

Franklin eBookman (FUB, Palm Doc)

The Sony®
Reader

